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Meet Lucene

 

This chapter covers
■ Understanding Lucene
■ Using the basic indexing API
■ Working with the search API
■ Considering alternative products
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One of the key factors behind Lucene’s popularity and success is its simplicity.
The careful exposure of its indexing and searching API is a sign of the well-
designed software. Consequently, you don’t need in-depth knowledge about how
Lucene’s information indexing and retrieval work in order to start using it.
Moreover, Lucene’s straightforward API requires you to learn how to use only a
handful of its classes.

 In this chapter, we show you how to perform basic indexing and searching
with Lucene with ready-to-use code examples. We then briefly introduce all the
core elements you need to know for both of these processes. We also provide
brief reviews of competing Java/non-Java, free, and commercial products.

1.1 Evolution of information organization and access

In order to make sense of the perceived complexity of the world, humans have
invented categorizations, classifications, genuses, species, and other types of
hierarchical organizational schemes. The Dewey decimal system for categorizing
items in a library collection is a classic example of a hierarchical categorization
scheme. The explosion of the Internet and electronic data repositories has
brought large amounts of information within our reach. Some companies, such
as Yahoo!, have made organization and classification of online data their busi-
ness. With time, however, the amount of data available has become so vast that
we needed alternate, more dynamic ways of finding information. Although we
can classify data, trawling through hundreds or thousands of categories and sub-
categories of data is no longer an efficient method for finding information.

 The need to quickly locate information in the sea of data isn’t limited to the
Internet realm—desktop computers can store increasingly more data. Changing
directories and expanding and collapsing hierarchies of folders isn’t an effective
way to access stored documents. Furthermore, we no longer use computers just
for their raw computing abilities: They also serve as multimedia players and
media storage devices. Those uses for computers require the ability to quickly
find a specific piece of data; what’s more, we need to make rich media—such as
images, video, and audio files in various formats—easy to locate.

 With this abundance of information, and with time being one of the most pre-
cious commodities for most people, we need to be able to make flexible, free-
form, ad-hoc queries that can quickly cut across rigid category boundaries and
find exactly what we’re after while requiring the least effort possible. 

 To illustrate the pervasiveness of searching across the Internet and the desk-
top, figure 1.1 shows a search for lucene at Google. The figure includes a context
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menu that lets us use Google to search for the highlighted text. Figure 1.2 shows
the Apple Mac OS X Finder (the counterpart to Microsoft’s Explorer on Win-
dows) and the search feature embedded at upper right. The Mac OS X music
player, iTunes, also has embedded search capabilities, as shown in figure 1.3. 

 Search functionality is everywhere! All major operating systems have embed-
ded searching. The most recent innovation is the Spotlight feature (http://
www.apple.com/macosx/tiger/spotlighttech.html) announced by Steve Jobs in the

Figure 1.1 Convergence of Internet searching with Google and the web browser.

Figure 1.2 Mac OS X Finder with its embedded search capability.

Figure 1.3 Apple’s iTunes intuitively embeds search functionality.
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next version of Mac OS X (nicknamed Tiger); it integrates indexing and search-
ing across all file types including rich metadata specific to each type of file, such
as emails, contacts, and more.1 

 Google has gone IPO. Microsoft has released a beta version of its MSN search
engine; on a potentially related note, Microsoft acquired Lookout, a product
leveraging the Lucene.Net port of Lucene to index and search Microsoft Out-
look email and personal folders (as shown in figure 1.4). Yahoo! purchased Over-
ture and is beefing up its custom search capabilities.

 To understand what role Lucene plays in search, let’s start from the basics and
learn about what Lucene is and how it can help you with your search needs.

 

1.2 Understanding Lucene

Different people are fighting the same problem—information overload—using
different approaches. Some have been working on novel user interfaces, some on
intelligent agents, and others on developing sophisticated search tools like
Lucene. Before we jump into action with code samples later in this chapter, we’ll
give you a high-level picture of what Lucene is, what it is not, and how it came to be.

1 Erik freely admits to his fondness of all things Apple.

Figure 1.4 Microsoft’s newly acquired Lookout product, using Lucene.Net underneath.
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1.2.1 What Lucene is

Lucene is a high performance, scalable Information Retrieval (IR) library. It lets
you add indexing and searching capabilities to your applications. Lucene is a
mature, free, open-source project implemented in Java; it’s a member of the
popular Apache Jakarta family of projects, licensed under the liberal Apache
Software License. As such, Lucene is currently, and has been for a few years, the
most popular free Java IR library.

NOTE Throughout the book, we’ll use the term Information Retrieval (IR) to
describe search tools like Lucene. People often refer to IR libraries as search
engines, but you shouldn’t confuse IR libraries with web search engines.

As you’ll soon discover, Lucene provides a simple yet powerful core API that
requires minimal understanding of full-text indexing and searching. You need to
learn about only a handful of its classes in order to start integrating Lucene into
an application. Because Lucene is a Java library, it doesn’t make assumptions
about what it indexes and searches, which gives it an advantage over a number of
other search applications.

 People new to Lucene often mistake it for a ready-to-use application like a
file-search program, a web crawler, or a web site search engine. That isn’t what
Lucene is: Lucene is a software library, a toolkit if you will, not a full-featured
search application. It concerns itself with text indexing and searching, and it
does those things very well. Lucene lets your application deal with business rules
specific to its problem domain while hiding the complexity of indexing and
searching implementation behind a simple-to-use API. You can think of Lucene
as a layer that applications sit on top of, as depicted in figure 1.5.

 A number of full-featured search applications have been built on top of
Lucene. If you’re looking for something prebuilt or a framework for crawling,
document handling, and searching, consult the Lucene Wiki “powered by” page
(http://wiki.apache.org/jakarta-lucene/PoweredBy) for many options: Zilverline,
SearchBlox, Nutch, LARM, and jSearch, to name a few. Case studies of both
Nutch and SearchBlox are included in chapter 10.

1.2.2 What Lucene can do for you

Lucene allows you to add indexing and searching capabilities to your applications
(these functions are described in section 1.3). Lucene can index and make search-
able any data that can be converted to a textual format. As you can see in figure 1.5,
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Lucene doesn’t care about the source of the data, its format, or even its language,
as long as you can convert it to text. This means you can use Lucene to index and
search data stored in files: web pages on remote web servers, documents stored in
local file systems, simple text files, Microsoft Word documents, HTML or PDF
files, or any other format from which you can extract textual information. 

 Similarly, with Lucene’s help you can index data stored in your databases, giv-
ing your users full-text search capabilities that many databases don’t provide.
Once you integrate Lucene, users of your applications can make searches such as
+George +Rice -eat -pudding, Apple –pie +Tiger, animal:monkey AND
food:banana, and so on. With Lucene, you can index and search email messages,
mailing-list archives, instant messenger chats, your Wiki pages … the list goes on.

Figure 1.5 A typical application integration with Lucene
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1.2.3 History of Lucene

Lucene was originally written by Doug Cutting;2 it was initially available for
download from its home at the SourceForge web site. It joined the Apache Soft-
ware Foundation’s Jakarta family of high-quality open source Java products in
September 2001. With each release since then, the project has enjoyed increased
visibility, attracting more users and developers. As of July 2004, Lucene version 1.4
has been released, with a bug fix 1.4.2 release in early October. Table 1.1 shows
Lucene’s release history.

NOTE Lucene’s creator, Doug Cutting, has significant theoretical and practical
experience in the field of IR. He’s published a number of research
papers on various IR topics and has worked for companies such as
Excite, Apple, and Grand Central. Most recently, worried about the
decreasing number of web search engines and a potential monopoly in
that realm, he created Nutch, the first open-source World-Wide Web
search engine (http://www.nutch.org); it’s designed to handle crawling,
indexing, and searching of several billion frequently updated web pages.
Not surprisingly, Lucene is at the core of Nutch; section 10.1 includes a
case study of how Nutch leverages Lucene.

2 Lucene is Doug’s wife’s middle name; it’s also her maternal grandmother’s first name.

Table 1.1 Lucene’s release history

Version Release date Milestones

0.01 March 2000 First open source release (SourceForge)

1.0 October 2000

1.01b July 2001 Last SourceForge release

1.2 June 2002 First Apache Jakarta release

1.3 December 2003 Compound index format, QueryParser enhancements, remote 
searching, token positioning, extensible scoring API

1.4 July 2004 Sorting, span queries, term vectors

1.4.1 August 2004 Bug fix for sorting performance

1.4.2 October 2004 IndexSearcher optimization and misc. fixes

1.4.3 Winter 2004 Misc. fixes
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Doug Cutting remains the main force behind Lucene, but more bright minds
have joined the project since Lucene’s move under the Apache Jakarta umbrella.
At the time of this writing, Lucene’s core team includes about half a dozen active
developers, two of whom are authors of this book. In addition to the official
project developers, Lucene has a fairly large and active technical user community
that frequently contributes patches, bug fixes, and new features. 

1.2.4 Who uses Lucene

Who doesn’t? In addition to those organizations mentioned on the Powered by
Lucene page on Lucene’s Wiki, a number of other large, well-known, multina-
tional organizations are using Lucene. It provides searching capabilities for the
Eclipse IDE, the Encyclopedia Britannica CD-ROM/DVD, FedEx, the Mayo Clinic,
Hewlett-Packard, New Scientist magazine, Epiphany, MIT’s OpenCourseware and
DSpace, Akamai’s EdgeComputing platform, and so on. Your name will be on
this list soon, too.

1.2.5 Lucene ports: Perl, Python, C++, .NET, Ruby

One way to judge the success of open source software is by the number of times
it’s been ported to other programming languages. Using this metric, Lucene is
quite a success! Although the original Lucene is written in Java, as of this writing
Lucene has been ported to Perl, Python, C++, and .NET, and some groundwork
has been done to port it to Ruby. This is excellent news for developers who need
to access Lucene indices from applications written in different languages. You
can learn more about some of these ports in chapter 9.

1.3 Indexing and searching

At the heart of all search engines is the concept of indexing: processing the
original data into a highly efficient cross-reference lookup in order to facilitate
rapid searching. Let’s take a quick high-level look at both the indexing and
searching processes.

1.3.1 What is indexing, and why is it important?

Suppose you needed to search a large number of files, and you wanted to be able
to find files that contained a certain word or a phrase. How would you go about
writing a program to do this? A naïve approach would be to sequentially scan
each file for the given word or phrase. This approach has a number of flaws, the
most obvious of which is that it doesn’t scale to larger file sets or cases where files
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are very large. This is where indexing comes in: To search large amounts of text
quickly, you must first index that text and convert it into a format that will let you
search it rapidly, eliminating the slow sequential scanning process. This conver-
sion process is called indexing, and its output is called an index. 

 You can think of an index as a data structure that allows fast random access to
words stored inside it. The concept behind it is analogous to an index at the end
of a book, which lets you quickly locate pages that discuss certain topics. In the
case of Lucene, an index is a specially designed data structure, typically stored
on the file system as a set of index files. We cover the structure of index files in
detail in appendix B, but for now just think of a Lucene index as a tool that
allows quick word lookup.

1.3.2 What is searching?

Searching is the process of looking up words in an index to find documents where
they appear. The quality of a search is typically described using precision and
recall metrics. Recall measures how well the search system finds relevant docu-
ments, whereas precision measures how well the system filters out the irrelevant
documents. However, you must consider a number of other factors when think-
ing about searching. We already mentioned speed and the ability to quickly
search large quantities of text. Support for single and multiterm queries, phrase
queries, wildcards, result ranking, and sorting are also important, as is a friendly
syntax for entering those queries. Lucene’s powerful software library offers a
number of search features, bells, and whistles—so many that we had to spread
our search coverage over three chapters (chapters 3, 5, and 6).

1.4 Lucene in action: a sample application

Let’s see Lucene in action. To do that, recall the problem of indexing and search-
ing files, which we described in section 1.3.1. Furthermore, suppose you need to
index and search files stored in a directory tree, not just in a single directory. To
show you Lucene’s indexing and searching capabilities, we’ll use a pair of command-
line applications: Indexer and Searcher. First we’ll index a directory tree contain-
ing text files; then we’ll search the created index. 

 These example applications will familiarize you with Lucene’s API, its ease of
use, and its power. The code listings are complete, ready-to-use command-line
programs. If file indexing/searching is the problem you need to solve, then you
can copy the code listings and tweak them to suit your needs. In the chapters
that follow, we’ll describe each aspect of Lucene’s use in much greater detail.
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 Before we can search with Lucene, we need to build an index, so we start with
our Indexer application.

1.4.1 Creating an index

In this section you’ll see a single class called Indexer and its four static methods;
together, they recursively traverse file system directories and index all files with a
.txt extension. When Indexer completes execution it leaves behind a Lucene
index for its sibling, Searcher (presented in section 1.4.2). 

 We don’t expect you to be familiar with the few Lucene classes and methods
used in this example—we’ll explain them shortly. After the annotated code listing,
we show you how to use Indexer; if it helps you to learn how Indexer is used before
you see how it’s coded, go directly to the usage discussion that follows the code.

Using Indexer to index text files
Listing 1.1 shows the Indexer command-line program. It takes two arguments: 

■ A path to a directory where we store the Lucene index 
■ A path to a directory that contains the files we want to index

/**
 * This code was originally written for
 * Erik's Lucene intro java.net article
 */
public class Indexer {

  public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
    if (args.length != 2) {
      throw new Exception("Usage: java " + Indexer.class.getName()
        + " <index dir> <data dir>");
    }
    File indexDir = new File(args[0]);   
    File dataDir = new File(args[1]);   

    long start = new Date().getTime();
    int numIndexed = index(indexDir, dataDir);
    long end = new Date().getTime();

    System.out.println("Indexing " + numIndexed + " files took "
      + (end - start) + " milliseconds");
  }

  // open an index and start file directory traversal
  public static int index(File indexDir, File dataDir)
    throws IOException {

Listing 1.1 Indexer: traverses a file system and indexes .txt files

Create Lucene index 
in this directory

Index files in 
this directory
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    if (!dataDir.exists() || !dataDir.isDirectory()) {
      throw new IOException(dataDir
        + " does not exist or is not a directory");
    }

    IndexWriter writer = new IndexWriter(indexDir,   
      new StandardAnalyzer(), true);
    writer.setUseCompoundFile(false);

    indexDirectory(writer, dataDir);

    int numIndexed = writer.docCount();
    writer.optimize();
    writer.close();    
    return numIndexed;
  }

  // recursive method that calls itself when it finds a directory
  private static void indexDirectory(IndexWriter writer, File dir)
    throws IOException {

    File[] files = dir.listFiles();

    for (int i = 0; i < files.length; i++) {
      File f = files[i];
      if (f.isDirectory()) {
        indexDirectory(writer, f);   
      } else if (f.getName().endsWith(".txt")) {   
        indexFile(writer, f);
      }
    }
  }

  // method to actually index a file using Lucene
  private static void indexFile(IndexWriter writer, File f)
    throws IOException {

    if (f.isHidden() || !f.exists() || !f.canRead()) {
      return;
    }

    System.out.println("Indexing " + f.getCanonicalPath());

    Document doc = new Document();
    doc.add(Field.Text("contents", new FileReader(f)));   

    doc.add(Field.Keyword("filename", f.getCanonicalPath()));
    writer.addDocument(doc);                  
  }
}

Create 
Lucene index

 b

Close 
index

Recurse c
Index .txt 
files only

Index file 
content

 d

Add document 
to Lucene index

 f
Index 
filename

 e
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Interestingly, the bulk of the code performs recursive directory traversal (c).
Only the creation and closing of the IndexWriter (b) and four lines in the
indexFile method (d e f) of Indexer involve the Lucene API—effectively six
lines of code.

 This example intentionally focuses on text files with .txt extensions to keep
things simple while demonstrating Lucene’s usage and power. In chapter 7, we’ll
show you how to handle nontext files, and we’ll develop a small ready-to-use frame-
work capable of parsing and indexing documents in several common formats.

Running Indexer
From the command line, we ran Indexer against a local working directory
including Lucene’s own source code. We instructed Indexer to index files under
the /lucene directory and store the Lucene index in the build/index directory: 

% java lia.meetlucene.Indexer build/index/lucene

Indexing /lucene/build/test/TestDoc/test.txt
Indexing /lucene/build/test/TestDoc/test2.txt
Indexing /lucene/BUILD.txt
Indexing /lucene/CHANGES.txt
Indexing /lucene/LICENSE.txt
Indexing /lucene/README.txt
Indexing /lucene/src/jsp/README.txt
Indexing /lucene/src/test/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/
➾  stemsUnicode.txt
Indexing /lucene/src/test/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/test1251.txt
Indexing /lucene/src/test/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/testKOI8.txt
Indexing /lucene/src/test/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/
➾  testUnicode.txt
Indexing /lucene/src/test/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/
➾  wordsUnicode.txt
Indexing /lucene/todo.txt
Indexing 13 files took 2205 milliseconds

Indexer prints out the names of files it indexes, so you can see that it indexes
only files with the .txt extension.

NOTE If you’re running this application on a Windows platform command shell,
you need to adjust the command line’s directory and path separators.
The Windows command line is java build/index c:\lucene.

When it completes indexing, Indexer prints out the number of files it indexed and
the time it took to do so. Because the reported time includes both file-directory
traversal and indexing, you shouldn’t consider it an official performance measure.
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In our example, each of the indexed files was small, but roughly two seconds to
index a handful of text files is reasonably impressive. 

 Indexing speed is a concern, and we cover it in chapter 2. But generally,
searching is of even greater importance.

1.4.2 Searching an index

Searching in Lucene is as fast and simple as indexing; the power of this function-
ality is astonishing, as chapters 3 and 5 will show you. For now, let’s look at
Searcher, a command-line program that we’ll use to search the index created by
Indexer. (Keep in mind that our Searcher serves the purpose of demonstrating
the use of Lucene’s search API. Your search application could also take a form of
a web or desktop application with a GUI, an EJB, and so on.) 

 In the previous section, we indexed a directory of text files. The index, in this
example, resides in a directory of its own on the file system. We instructed
Indexer to create a Lucene index in a build/index directory, relative to the direc-
tory from which we invoked Indexer. As you saw in listing 1.1, this index contains
the indexed files and their absolute paths. Now we need to use Lucene to search
that index in order to find files that contain a specific piece of text. For instance,
we may want to find all files that contain the keyword java or lucene, or we may
want to find files that include the phrase “system requirements”.

Using Searcher to implement a search
The Searcher program complements Indexer and provides command-line
searching capability. Listing 1.2 shows Searcher in its entirety. It takes two
command-line arguments: 

■ The path to the index created with Indexer
■ A query to use to search the index

/**
 * This code was originally written for
 * Erik's Lucene intro java.net article
 */
public class Searcher {

  public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
    if (args.length != 2) {
      throw new Exception("Usage: java " + Searcher.class.getName()
        + " <index dir> <query>");
    }

Listing 1.2 Searcher: searches a Lucene index for a query passed as an argument
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    File indexDir = new File(args[0]);   
    String q = args[1];   

    if (!indexDir.exists() || !indexDir.isDirectory()) {
      throw new Exception(indexDir +
        " does not exist or is not a directory.");
    }

    search(indexDir, q);
  }

  public static void search(File indexDir, String q)
    throws Exception {
    Directory fsDir = FSDirectory.getDirectory(indexDir, false);
    IndexSearcher is = new IndexSearcher(fsDir);   

    Query query = QueryParser.parse(q, "contents",   
      new StandardAnalyzer());
    long start = new Date().getTime();
    Hits hits = is.search(query);    
    long end = new Date().getTime();

    System.err.println("Found " + hits.length() +   
      " document(s) (in " + (end - start) +
      " milliseconds) that matched query '" +
        q + "':");

    for (int i = 0; i < hits.length(); i++) {
      Document doc = hits.doc(i);              
      System.out.println(doc.get("filename"));   
    }
  }
}

Searcher, like its Indexer sibling, has only a few lines of code dealing with
Lucene. A couple of special things occur in the search method,
We use Lucene’s IndexSearcher and FSDirectory classes to open our index for
searching. 
We use QueryParser to parse a human-readable query into Lucene’s Query class. 
Searching returns hits in the form of a Hits object. 
Note that the Hits object contains only references to the underlying documents.
In other words, instead of being loaded immediately upon search, matches are
loaded from the index in a lazy fashion—only when requested with the hits.
doc(int) call.

Index directory 
created by Indexer

Query string

Open index b

Parse query c

Search index d

Write search 
stats

Retrieve matching document e
Display 
filename

 b

 c
 d
 e
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Running Searcher
Let’s run Searcher and find some documents in our index using the query
'lucene':

%java lia.meetlucene.Searcher build/index 'lucene'

Found 6 document(s) (in 66 milliseconds) that matched 
➾  query 'lucene':
/lucene/README.txt
/lucene/src/jsp/README.txt
/lucene/BUILD.txt
/lucene/todo.txt
/lucene/LICENSE.txt
/lucene/CHANGES.txt

The output shows that 6 of the 13 documents we indexed with Indexer contain
the word lucene and that the search took a meager 66 milliseconds. Because
Indexer stores files’ absolute paths in the index, Searcher can print them out. It’s
worth noting that storing the file path as a field was our decision and appropri-
ate in this case, but from Lucene’s perspective it’s arbitrary meta-data attached
to indexed documents.

 Of course, you can use more sophisticated queries, such as 'lucene AND doug'
or 'lucene AND NOT slow' or '+lucene +book', and so on. Chapters 3, 5, and 6
cover all different aspects of searching, including Lucene’s query syntax.

Using the xargs utility
The Searcher class is a simplistic demo of Lucene’s search features. As such, it
only dumps matches to the standard output. However, Searcher has one more
trick up its sleeve. Imagine that you need to find files that contain a certain key-
word or phrase, and then you want to process the matching files in some way. To
keep things simple, let’s imagine that you want to list each matching file using
the ls UNIX command, perhaps to see the file size, permission bits, or owner. By
having matching document paths written unadorned to the standard output,
and having the statistical output written to standard error, you can use the nifty
UNIX xargs utility to process the matched files, as shown here:

% java lia.meetlucene.Searcher build/index
➾  'lucene AND NOT slow' | xargs ls -l

Found 6 document(s) (in 131 milliseconds) that 
➾  matched query 'lucene AND NOT slow':
-rw-r--r--  1 erik  staff   4215 10 Sep 21:51 /lucene/BUILD.txt
-rw-r--r--  1 erik  staff  17889 28 Dec 10:53 /lucene/CHANGES.txt
-rw-r--r--  1 erik  staff   2670  4 Nov  2001 /lucene/LICENSE.txt
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-rw-r--r--  1 erik  staff    683  4 Nov  2001 /lucene/README.txt
-rw-r--r--  1 erik  staff    370 26 Jan  2002 /lucene/src/jsp/
➾  README.txt
-rw-r--r--  1 erik  staff    943 18 Sep 21:27 /lucene/todo.txt

In this example, we chose the Boolean query 'lucene AND NOT slow', which finds
all files that contain the word lucene and don’t contain the word slow. This query
took 131 milliseconds and found 6 matching files. We piped Searcher’s output to
the xargs command, which in turn used the ls –l command to list each match-
ing file. In a similar fashion, the matched files could be copied, concatenated,
emailed, or dumped to standard output.3

 Our example indexing and searching applications demonstrate Lucene in a
lot of its glory. Its API usage is simple and unobtrusive. The bulk of the code (and
this applies to all applications interacting with Lucene) is plumbing relating to
the business purpose—in this case, Indexer’s file system crawler that looks for
text files and Searcher’s code that prints matched filenames based on a query to
the standard output. But don’t let this fact, or the conciseness of the examples,
tempt you into complacence: There is a lot going on under the covers of Lucene,
and we’ve used quite a few best practices that come from experience. To effec-
tively leverage Lucene, it’s important to understand more about how it works
and how to extend it when the need arises. The remainder of this book is dedi-
cated to giving you these missing pieces.

1.5 Understanding the core indexing classes

As you saw in our Indexer class, you need the following classes to perform the
simplest indexing procedure:

■ IndexWriter

■ Directory

■ Analyzer

■ Document

■ Field

What follows is a brief overview of these classes, to give you a rough idea about
their role in Lucene. We’ll use these classes throughout this book.

3 Neal Stephenson details this process nicely in “In the Beginning Was the Command Line”: http://
www.cryptonomicon.com/beginning.html.
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1.5.1 IndexWriter

IndexWriter is the central component of the indexing process. This class creates
a new index and adds documents to an existing index. You can think of Index-
Writer as an object that gives you write access to the index but doesn’t let you read
or search it. Despite its name, IndexWriter isn’t the only class that’s used to modify
an index; section 2.2 describes how to use the Lucene API to modify an index.

1.5.2 Directory

The Directory class represents the location of a Lucene index. It’s an abstract
class that allows its subclasses (two of which are included in Lucene) to store the
index as they see fit. In our Indexer example, we used a path to an actual file system
directory to obtain an instance of Directory, which we passed to IndexWriter’s
constructor. IndexWriter then used one of the concrete Directory implementa-
tions, FSDirectory, and created our index in a directory in the file system.

 In your applications, you will most likely be storing a Lucene index on a disk.
To do so, use FSDirectory, a Directory subclass that maintains a list of real files
in the file system, as we did in Indexer.

 The other implementation of Directory is a class called RAMDirectory.
Although it exposes an interface identical to that of FSDirectory, RAMDirectory
holds all its data in memory. This implementation is therefore useful for smaller
indices that can be fully loaded in memory and can be destroyed upon the termi-
nation of an application. Because all data is held in the fast-access memory and
not on a slower hard disk, RAMDirectory is suitable for situations where you need
very quick access to the index, whether during indexing or searching. For
instance, Lucene’s developers make extensive use of RAMDirectory in all their
unit tests: When a test runs, a fast in-memory index is created or searched; and
when a test completes, the index is automatically destroyed, leaving no residuals
on the disk. Of course, the performance difference between RAMDirectory and
FSDirectory is less visible when Lucene is used on operating systems that cache
files in memory. You’ll see both Directory implementations used in code snip-
pets in this book.

1.5.3 Analyzer

Before text is indexed, it’s passed through an Analyzer. The Analyzer, specified
in the IndexWriter constructor, is in charge of extracting tokens out of text to be
indexed and eliminating the rest. If the content to be indexed isn’t plain text, it
should first be converted to it, as depicted in figure 2.1. Chapter 7 shows how to
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extract text from the most common rich-media document formats. Analyzer is
an abstract class, but Lucene comes with several implementations of it. Some of
them deal with skipping stop words (frequently used words that don’t help distin-
guish one document from the other, such as a, an, the, in, and on); some deal with
conversion of tokens to lowercase letters, so that searches aren’t case-sensitive;
and so on. Analyzers are an important part of Lucene and can be used for much
more than simple input filtering. For a developer integrating Lucene into an
application, the choice of analyzer(s) is a critical element of application design.
You’ll learn much more about them in chapter 4.

1.5.4 Document

A Document represents a collection of fields. You can think of it as a virtual docu-
ment—a chunk of data, such as a web page, an email message, or a text file—
that you want to make retrievable at a later time. Fields of a document represent
the document or meta-data associated with that document. The original source
(such as a database record, a Word document, a chapter from a book, and so on)
of document data is irrelevant to Lucene. The meta-data such as author, title,
subject, date modified, and so on, are indexed and stored separately as fields of
a document.

NOTE When we refer to a document in this book, we mean a Microsoft Word,
RTF, PDF, or other type of a document; we aren’t talking about Lucene’s
Document class. Note the distinction in the case and font.

Lucene only deals with text. Lucene’s core does not itself handle anything but
java.lang.String and java.io.Reader. Although various types of documents can
be indexed and made searchable, processing them isn’t as straightforward as pro-
cessing purely textual content that can easily be converted to a String or Reader
Java type. You’ll learn more about handling nontext documents in chapter 7. 

 In our Indexer, we’re concerned with indexing text files. So, for each text file
we find, we create a new instance of the Document class, populate it with Fields
(described next), and add that Document to the index, effectively indexing the file.

1.5.5 Field

Each Document in an index contains one or more named fields, embodied in a
class called Field. Each field corresponds to a piece of data that is either queried
against or retrieved from the index during search. 

 Lucene offers four different types of fields from which you can choose: 
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■ Keyword—Isn’t analyzed, but is indexed and stored in the index verbatim.
This type is suitable for fields whose original value should be preserved in
its entirety, such as URLs, file system paths, dates, personal names, Social
Security numbers, telephone numbers, and so on. For example, we used
the file system path in Indexer (listing 1.1) as a Keyword field.

■ UnIndexed—Is neither analyzed nor indexed, but its value is stored in the
index as is. This type is suitable for fields that you need to display with
search results (such as a URL or database primary key), but whose values
you’ll never search directly. Since the original value of a field of this type is
stored in the index, this type isn’t suitable for storing fields with very large
values, if index size is an issue.

■ UnStored—The opposite of UnIndexed. This field type is analyzed and
indexed but isn’t stored in the index. It’s suitable for indexing a large
amount of text that doesn’t need to be retrieved in its original form, such
as bodies of web pages, or any other type of text document.

■ Text—Is analyzed, and is indexed. This implies that fields of this type can
be searched against, but be cautious about the field size. If the data
indexed is a String, it’s also stored; but if the data (as in our Indexer exam-
ple) is from a Reader, it isn’t stored. This is often a source of confusion, so
take note of this difference when using Field.Text.

All fields consist of a name and value pair. Which field type you should use
depends on how you want to use that field and its values. Strictly speaking,
Lucene has a single Field type: Fields are distinguished from each other based
on their characteristics. Some are analyzed, but others aren’t; some are indexed,
whereas others are stored verbatim; and so on.

 Table 1.2 provides a summary of different field characteristics, showing you
how fields are created, along with common usage examples. 

Table 1.2 An overview of different field types, their characteristics, and their usage

Field method/type Analyzed Indexed Stored Example usage

Field.Keyword(String, String)

Field.Keyword(String, Date)

✔ ✔ Telephone and Social Security 
numbers, URLs, personal names 
Dates

Field.UnIndexed(String, String) ✔ Document type (PDF, HTML, and so 
on), if not used as a search criteria

continued on next page
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Notice that all field types can be constructed with two Strings that represent the
field’s name and its value. In addition, a Keyword field can be passed both a
String and a Date object, and the Text field accepts a Reader object in addition to
the String. In all cases, the value is converted to a Reader before indexing; these
additional methods exist to provide a friendlier API. 

NOTE Note the distinction between Field.Text(String, String) and Field.
Text(String, Reader). The String variant stores the field data, whereas
the Reader variant does not. To index a String, but not store it, use
Field.UnStored(String, String).

Finally, UnStored and Text fields can be used to create term vectors (an advanced
topic, covered in section 5.7). To instruct Lucene to create term vectors for a
given UnStored or Text field, you can use Field.UnStored(String, String, true),
Field.Text(String, String, true), or Field.Text(String, Reader, true). 

 You’ll apply this handful of classes most often when using Lucene for index-
ing. In order to implement basic search functionality, you need to be familiar
with an equally small and simple set of Lucene search classes.

1.6 Understanding the core searching classes

The basic search interface that Lucene provides is as straightforward as the one
for indexing. Only a few classes are needed to perform the basic search operation:

■ IndexSearcher

■ Term

■ Query

■ TermQuery

■ Hits

Field.UnStored(String, String) ✔ ✔ Document titles and content

Field.Text(String, String) ✔ ✔ ✔ Document titles and content

Field.Text(String, Reader) ✔ ✔ Document titles and content

Table 1.2 An overview of different field types, their characteristics, and their usage (continued)

Field method/type Analyzed Indexed Stored Example usage
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The following sections provide a brief introduction to these classes. We’ll expand
on these explanations in the chapters that follow, before we dive into more
advanced topics.

1.6.1 IndexSearcher

IndexSearcher is to searching what IndexWriter is to indexing: the central link to
the index that exposes several search methods. You can think of IndexSearcher
as a class that opens an index in a read-only mode. It offers a number of search
methods, some of which are implemented in its abstract parent class Searcher;
the simplest takes a single Query object as a parameter and returns a Hits object.
A typical use of this method looks like this:

IndexSearcher is = new IndexSearcher(
                   FSDirectory.getDirectory("/tmp/index", false));
Query q = new TermQuery(new Term("contents", "lucene"));
Hits hits = is.search(q);

We cover the details of IndexSearcher in chapter 3, along with more advanced
information in chapters 5 and 6.

1.6.2 Term

A Term is the basic unit for searching. Similar to the Field object, it consists of a
pair of string elements: the name of the field and the value of that field. Note
that Term objects are also involved in the indexing process. However, they’re cre-
ated by Lucene’s internals, so you typically don’t need to think about them while
indexing. During searching, you may construct Term objects and use them
together with TermQuery:

Query q = new TermQuery(new Term("contents", "lucene"));
Hits hits = is.search(q);

This code instructs Lucene to find all documents that contain the word lucene in
a field named contents. Because the TermQuery object is derived from the abstract
parent class Query, you can use the Query type on the left side of the statement.

1.6.3 Query

Lucene comes with a number of concrete Query subclasses. So far in this chapter
we’ve mentioned only the most basic Lucene Query: TermQuery. Other Query types
are BooleanQuery, PhraseQuery, PrefixQuery, PhrasePrefixQuery, RangeQuery,
FilteredQuery, and SpanQuery. All of these are covered in chapter 3. Query is the
common, abstract parent class. It contains several utility methods, the most
interesting of which is setBoost(float), described in section 3.5.9. 
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1.6.4 TermQuery

TermQuery is the most basic type of query supported by Lucene, and it’s one of
the primitive query types. It’s used for matching documents that contain fields
with specific values, as you’ve seen in the last few paragraphs.

1.6.5 Hits

The Hits class is a simple container of pointers to ranked search results—docu-
ments that match a given query. For performance reasons, Hits instances don’t
load from the index all documents that match a query, but only a small portion
of them at a time. Chapter 3 describes this in more detail.

1.7 Review of alternate search products

Before you select Lucene as your IR library of choice, you may want to review
other solutions in the same domain. We did some research into alternate prod-
ucts that you may want to consider and evaluate; this section summarizes our
findings. We group these products in two major categories:

■ Information Retrieval libraries
■ Indexing and searching applications

The first group is smaller; it consists of full-text indexing and searching libraries
similar to Lucene. Products in this group let you embed them in your applica-
tion, as shown earlier in figure 1.5.

 The second, larger group is made up of ready-to-use indexing and searching
software. This software is typically designed to index and search a particular type
of data, such as web pages, and is less flexible than software in the former group.
However, some of these products also expose their lower-level API, so you can
sometimes use them as IR libraries as well.

1.7.1 IR libraries

In our research for this chapter, we found two IR libraries—Egothor and
Xapian—that offer a comparable set of features and are aimed at roughly the
same audience: developers. We also found MG4J, which isn’t an IR library but is
rather a set of tools useful for building an IR library; we think developers work-
ing with IR ought to know about it. Here are our reviews of all three products.

Egothor
A full-text indexing and searching Java library, Egothor uses core algorithms
that are very similar to those used by Lucene. It has been in existence for several
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years and has a small but active developer and user community. The lead devel-
oper is Czech developer Leo Galambos, a PhD student with a solid academic
background in the field of IR. He sometimes participates in Lucene’s user and
developer mailing list discussions.

 Egothor supports an extended Boolean model, which allows it to function as
both the pure Boolean model and the Vector model. You can tune which model
to use via a simple query-time parameter. This software features a number of dif-
ferent query types, supports similar search syntax, and allows multithreaded
querying, which can come in handy if you’re working on a multi-CPU computer
or searching remote indices.

 The Egothor distribution comes with several ready-to-use applications, such
as a web crawler called Capek, a file indexer with a Swing GUI, and more. It also
provides parsers for several rich-text document formats, such as PDF and
Microsoft Word documents. As such, Egothor and Capek are comparable to the
Lucene/Nutch combination, and Egother’s file indexer and document parsers
are similar to the small document parsing and indexing framework presented in
chapter 7 of this book.

 Free, open source, and released under a BSD-like license, the Egothor project
is comparable to Lucene in most aspects. If you have yet to choose a full-text
indexing and searching library, you may want to evaluate Egothor in addition to
Lucene. Egothor’s home page is at http://www.egothor.org/; as of this writing, it
features a demo of its web crawler and search functionality.

Xapian
Xapian is a Probabilistic Information Retrieval library written in C++ and
released under GPL. This project (or, rather, its predecessors) has an interesting
history: The company that developed and owned it went through more than half
a dozen acquisitions, name changes, shifts in focus, and such.

 Xapian is actively developed software. It’s currently at version 0.8.3, but it has
a long history behind it and is based on decades of experience in the IR field. Its
web site, http://www.xapian.org/, shows that it has a rich set of features, much like
Lucene. It supports a wide range of queries and has a query parser that supports
human-friendly search syntax; stemmers based on Dr. Martin Porter’s Snowball
project; parsers for a several rich-document types; bindings for Perl, Python,
PHP, and (soon) Java; remote index searching; and so on.

 In addition to providing an IR library, Xapian comes with a web site search
application called Omega, which you can download separately.
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MG4J
Although MG4J (Managing Gigabytes for Java) isn’t an IR library like Lucene,
Egothor, and Xapian, we believe that every software engineer reading this book
should be aware of it because it provides low-level support for building Java IR
libraries. MG4J is named after a popular IR book, Managing Gigabytes: Compress-
ing and Indexing Documents and Images, written by Ian H. Witten, Alistair Moffat,
and Timothy C. Bell. After collecting large amounts of web data with their dis-
tributed, fault-tolerant web crawler called UbiCrawler, its authors needed soft-
ware capable of analyzing the collected data; out of that need, MG4J was born. 

 The library provides optimized classes for manipulating I/O, inverted index
compression, and more. The project home page is at http://mg4j.dsi.unimi.it/; the
library is free, open source, released under LGPL, and currently at version 0.8.2.

1.7.2 Indexing and searching applications

The other group of available software, both free and commercial, is assembled
into prepackaged products. Such software usually doesn’t expose a lot of its API
and doesn’t require you to build a custom application on top of it. Most of this
software exposes a mechanism that lets you control a limited set of parameters
but not enough to use the software in a way that’s drastically different from its
assumed use. (To be fair, there are notable exceptions to this rule.)

 As such, we can’t compare this software to Lucene directly. However, some of
these products may be sufficient for your needs and let you get running quickly,
even if Lucene or some other IR library turns out to be a better choice in the
long run. Here’s a short list of several popular products in this category:

■ SWISH, SWISH-E, and SWISH++—http://homepage.mac.com/pauljlucas/
software/swish/, http://swish-e.org/

■ Glimpse and Webglimpse—http://webglimpse.net/
■ Namazu—http://www.namazu.org/
■ ht://Dig—http://www.htdig.org/
■ Harvest and Harvest-NG—http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/harvest/, http://

webharvest.sourceforge.net/ng/
■ Microsoft Index Server—http://www.microsoft.com/NTServer/techresources/

webserv/IndxServ.asp
■ Verity—http://www.verity.com/
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1.7.3 Online resources

The previous sections provide only brief overviews of the related products. Sev-
eral resources will help you find other IR libraries and products beyond those
we’ve mentioned:

■ DMOZ—At the DMOZ Open Directory Project (ODP), you’ll find http://
dmoz.org/Computers/Software/Information_Retrieval/ and all its subcate-
gories very informative. 

■ Google—Although Google Directory is based on the Open Directory’s data,
the two directories do differ. So, you should also visit http://directory.google.
com/Top/Computers/Software/Information_Retrieval/. 

■ Searchtools—There is a web site dedicated to search tools at http://www.
searchtools.com/. This web site isn’t always up to date, but it has been around
for years and is fairly comprehensive. Software is categorized by operating
system, programming language, licenses, and so on. If you’re interested
only in search software written in Java, visit http://www.searchtools.com/
tools/tools-java.html.

We’ve provided positive reviews of some alternatives to Lucene, but we’re confi-
dent that your requisite homework will lead you to Lucene as the best choice! 

1.8 Summary

In this chapter, you’ve gained some basic Lucene knowledge. You now know that
Lucene is an Information Retrieval library, not a ready-to-use product, and that
it most certainly is not a web crawler, as people new to Lucene sometimes think.
You’ve also learned a bit about how Lucene came to be and about the key people
and the organization behind it.

 In the spirit of Manning’s in Action books, we quickly got to the point by show-
ing you two standalone applications, Indexer and Searcher, which are capable of
indexing and searching text files stored in a file system. We then briefly
described each of the Lucene classes used in these two applications. Finally, we
presented our research findings for some products similar to Lucene.

 Search is everywhere, and chances are that if you’re reading this book, you’re inter-
ested in search being an integral part of your applications. Depending on your needs,
integrating Lucene may be trivial, or it may involve architectural considerations 

 We’ve organized the next couple of chapters as we did this chapter. The first
thing we need to do is index some documents; we discuss this process in detail in
chapter 2.
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